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agent-based simulation  
real cities, realistic trips, realistic routing  



Ford Go Ride 

Public acceptance: 
Door-to-door 
Short wait time 
Same travel time as car 
No parking hassle/cost 
Quality user experience 



Public acceptance: 
Good comfort on board 
Price not higher than today  

Ford Go Ride 



Shared “taxis” 
simultaneous ride-sharing 



Door-to-Door Service 

8 seat Minivan reconfigured for 6 pax, 
easy and quick entry and exit 

Max waiting time variable with distance : 
5 min (<=3 km) to 10 min (>= 12 km) 

Max total lost time (wait+detour) variable 
with distance : 7 min (<=3 km) to 15 min 
(>=12 km) 

Ford 



TaxiBus 
optimised on-demand bus 



Street-corner to street-corner service. 

Max walking distance 400m 

Microbuses with 8 and 16 pax capacity 
(all seated) 

Requests with 30 min notice (or pre-
registration for regular service).  

Acceptable tolerance of 10 min after 
desired time. Information to client 
about boarding point and time 10 min. 
before boarding 

All direct rides, no transfers 

Ford Go Ride 
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number of cars 
required to provide the 
same trips as before: 3% 

24hrs.

Urban Mobility: System Upgrade  What we did What we found Why 

Scenario: 24 hours 



eliminate 
all street parking 



+20% 
kerb-to-kerb street space 







-48% to -51%  
vehicle kilometres 24hr 

Whole Lisbon Metro Area Outside center 



-62%  
CO2 emissions  

(Lisbon Metro Area) 



EV recharging/range constraints = 
2% more cars. 



transition scenarios 
low uptake pathways 

random, spatial, income, demographic, feeder 



market structure 
monopoly 

split dispatch from operation 
multi-actor, tiered services 



Helsinki: taxi-bus and shared taxi implementation 
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Helsinki: taxi-bus and shared taxi implementation 
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Metro 

30mn access to jobs Lisbon 



Metro 

% of all jobs accessible 
in 30 minutes 

0-25% 

25-50% 

50-75% 

75-100% 

30mn access to jobs 
Walk, Bus, tram, Metro 

Lisbon 

P90/P10 = 17.3 
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% of all jobs accessible 
in 30 minutes 

0-25% 

25-50% 

50-75% 

75-100% 

30mn access to jobs 
Walk, TaxiBus, Metro 

Lisbon 

P90/P10 = 1.8 



4 policy implications 



mobility regulatory framework 



urban space syntax 





kerb 

parking city =>  
pick-up/drop-off city 



data  
science 



algorithmisation  





thank you  
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